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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a theory for the optimal bit al�
location among quad�tree �QT� segmentation� displace�
ment vector �eld �DVF� and displaced frame di�erence
�DFD�� The theory is applicable to variable block size
motion compensated video coders �VBSMCVC�� where
the variable block sizes are encoded using the QT struc�
ture� the DVF is encoded by �rst order di�erential pulse
code modulation �DPCM�� the DFD is encoded by a
block based scheme and an additive distortion measure
is employed� We consider the case of a lossless VBSM�
CVC �rst� for which we develop the optimal bit alloca�
tion algorithm using Dynamic Programming �DP�� We
then consider a lossy VBSMCVC� for which we use La�
grangian relaxation and show how an iterative scheme�
which employees the DP�based solution� can be used to
�nd the optimal solution� We �nally present a VBSM�
CVC� which is based on the proposed theory� which em�
ployees a DCT�based DFD encoding scheme� We com�
pare the proposed coder with H��	
� The results show
that it outperforms H��	
 by about ��� in terms of bit
rate for the same quality reconstructed image�

� INTRODUCTION

In video compression� the temporal redundancy is usu�
ally reduced by motion compensated prediction of the
current frame from a previously reconstructed frame�
The spatial redundancy left in the prediction error is
commonly reduced by a transform coder or a vector
quantizer� One of the drawbacks of most video coders is
the �xed block size used for motion estimation� since a
real DVF is inherently inhomogeneous� It is well known
that the block size controls the tradeo� between the
reliability of the DVF estimate� which increases with
the size of the block� and the ability to reduce the en�
ergy of the DFD� which decreases with the size of the
block� Therefore� a variable block size should be used
which adapts to the contents of the scene� The nesting
of blocks of di�erent sizes in the image plane requires
some underlying structure� For this purpose� most VB�
SMCVC use a QT to segment the image plane �� ��� A
fundamental problem of a VBSMCVC is the bit alloca�

tion between the QT� DFD and DVF� In this paper we
present an algorithm which �nds the optimal QT decom�
position� the optimal DVF and the optimal quantizers�
when the DVF is encoded by �rst order DPCM�

� NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS

Our study of the optimal bit allocation between the QT�
DVF and DFD is restricted to the frame level� We as�
sume that a rate control algorithm has set the maxi�
mum number of bits available �Rmax� or the maximum
acceptable distortion �Dmax� for a given frame�
We assume that the current frame is segmented by

a QT� The QT data structure decomposes a �N � �N

image �or block of an image� down to blocks of size
�n���n� � This decomposition results in an �N�n�����
level hierarchy �� � n� � N�� where all blocks at level
n �n� � n � N� have size �n � �n� This structure
corresponds to an inverted tree� where each �n��n block
�called a tree node� can either be a leaf� i�e�� it is not
further subdivided� or can branch into four �n��� �n��

blocks� each a child node� The tree can be represented
by a series of bits that indicate termination by a leaf
with a ��� and branching into child nodes with an ����
Let bl�i be block i at level l� and the children of this block
are therefore bl�����i�j � where j � �� �� �� 
�� The QT is
denoted by T � Each leaf of T represents a block which
will be used for motion estimation and DFD encoding�
For future convenience� let the leafs be numbered from
one to the total number of leafs in the QT �NT �� from
left�to�right�
Let ql�i � Ql�i be the quantizer for block bl�i� where

Ql�i is the set of all admissible quantizers for block
bl�i� Let ml�i � Ml�i be the motion vector for block
bl�i� where Ml�i is the set of all admissible motion vec�
tors for block bl�i� Let sl�i � l� i� ql�i�ml�i� � Si�l �
flg � fig � Ql�i �Ml�i be the local state for block bl�i�
where Sl�i is the set of all admissible state values for

block bl�i� Let x � l� i� q�m� � X �
Sn�

l�N

S�N�l��
i�� Sl�i

be the global state and X the set of all admissible state
values� Finally let x�� � � � � xNT�� be a global state se�
quence� which represents the left�to�right ordered leaves
of a valid QT T �



We assume that the frame distortion of the recon�
structed frame �Dk�x�� � � � � xNT ���� is the sum of the
individual block distortions d�xj�� that is�

Dk�x�� � � � � xNT ��� �

NT��X

j��

d�xj�� ���

Most common distortion measures� such as the mean
squared error �MSE�� a weighted MSE or the peak sig�
nal to noise ratio �PSNR � ��� log������

��MSE�� fall
into this class� We assume that the DVF is encoded
by �rst order DPCM� In other words� the di�erence be�
tween consecutive motion vectors is encoded using en�
tropy coding� In 
�� we have developed a theory for the
optimal bit allocation between DFD and DVF for mo�
tion compensated video coders with �xed segmentation�
which also covers higher order DPCM schemes� Based
on the �rst order DPCM assumption� the frame rate
Rk�x�� � � � � xNT ��� can be expressed as follows�

Rk�x�� � � � � xNT ��� �

NT��X

j��

r�xj��� xj�� ���

where r�xj��� xj� is the block rate which depends on
the encoding of the current and previous blocks� since
the motion vector di�erence between these two blocks is
entropy coded�

Note that the DPCM encoding is along the scan�
ning path� which is di�erent for each QT decomposition�
Clearly for the DPCM to be e�ective� consecutive blocks
should be spatial neighbors� We propose that level n� is
scanned using a Hilbert curve �� of order �N �n�� �see
Fig� 
� where �N � n�� � 
�� Then� for any given QT
decomposition� the overall scanning path is derived by
merging the blocks of level n� according to the Hilbert
scan� This results in an overall scanning path where con�
secutive blocks are always neighboring blocks �again� see
Fig� 
�� Hence the DPCM of the motion vectors is very
e�cient�

� LOSSLESS VBSMCVC

Since the reconstructed frame is identical to the original
frame� the frame distortion is equal to zero and the goal
is to minimize the required frame rate for QT� DVF and
DFD� This can be stated as follows�

min
x������xNT ��

Rk�x�� � � � � xNT ���� �
�

Since this is a lossless VBSMCVC� the DFD is not quan�
tized� but encoded losslessly� We show next that the
dependency between the previous and the current block
leads to an optimization problem which can be solved
by forward Dynamic Programming �DP� also called the
Viterbi algorithm�

��� Multilevel trellis

To be able to employ the Viterbi algorithm� a DP recur�
sion formula needs to be established� A graphical equiv�
alent of the DP recursion formula is a trellis where the
admissible nodes and the permissible transitions are ex�
plicitly indicated� Consider Fig� � which represents the
multilevel trellis for a 
��
� image block �N � ��� with
a QT segmentation developed down to level 
 �n� � 
�
block size � � ��� The QT structure is indicated by
the white boxes with the rounded corners� These white
boxes are not part of the trellis used for the Viterbi al�
gorithm but indicate the set of admissible state values
Sl�i for the individual blocks bl�i� The black circles in�
side the white boxes are the nodes of the trellis �i�e�� the
state values sl�i�� Note that for simplicity� only two trel�
lis nodes per QT node are indicated� but in general� a
QT node can contain any number of trellis nodes� The
auxiliary nodes� start and termination �S and T� are
used to initialize the DPCM of the motion vectors and
to select the path with the smallest cost� Each of the
trellis nodes represents a di�erent way of encoding the
block it is associated with� Since the state of a block
is de�ned to contain its motion vector and its quan�
tizer� each of the nodes contains the rate �and distor�
tion� for the lossy VBSMCVC� occurring by predicting
the associated block with the given motion vector and
encoding the resulting DFD with the given quantizer�
As can be seen in Fig� �� not every trellis node can be
reached from every other trellis node� By restricting
the permissible transitions� we are able to force the op�
timal path to select only valid QT decompositions� Such
valid decompositions are based on the fact that at level
l� block bl�i can replace four blocks at level l��� namely
bl�����i��� bl�����i��� bl�����i�� and bl�����i��� As is ex�
plained later in this section� the QT encoding cost can
be distributed recursively over the QT so that each path
picks up the right amount of QT segmentation overhead�
Assume that no QT segmentation is used and the block
size is �xed at �� �� In this case� only the lowest level
in the trellis in Fig� � is used� The transition costs be�
tween the trellis nodes would be the rate required to
encode the motion vector di�erences between consecu�
tive blocks along the scanning path� Assume now that
the next higher level� level �� of the QT is included�
Clearly the transition cost between the trellis nodes of
level 
 stay the same� In addition� there are now tran�
sition costs between the trellis nodes of level � and also
transition cost between trellis nodes of level 
 to trel�
lis nodes of level � and vice versa� since each cluster of
four blocks at level 
 can be replaced by a single block
at level �� The fact that a path can only leave and
enter a certain QT level at particular nodes results in
paths which all correspond to valid QT decompositions�
Note that every QT node in a path is considered a leaf
of the QT which is associated with this path� In this
example� a tree of depth 
 has been used to illustrate



how the multilevel trellis is built� For QTs of greater
depth� a recursive rule has been derived �� which leads
to the proper connections between the QT levels� In
the presented multilevel trellis� the nodes of the respec�
tive blocks hold the information about the rate �and
in case of a lossy VBSMCVC� the distortion� occurring
when the associated block is encoded using the quan�
tizer and motion vector of the node� The rate needed to
encode the inhomogeneous motion �eld is incorporated
into the transition cost between the nodes� but so far�
the rate needed to encode the QT decomposition has
not been addressed� Since the Viterbi algorithm will be
used to �nd the optimal QT decomposition� each node
needs to contain a term which re�ects the number of
bits needed to split the QT at its level� Clearly� trel�
lis nodes which belong to blocks of smaller size have a
higher QT segmentation cost than nodes which belong
to bigger blocks� When the path includes only the top
QT level N � then the QT is not split at all� and only
one bit is needed to encode this� Therefore the segmen�
tation cost AN�� equals one� For the general case� if a
path splits a given block bl�i then a segmentation cost
of Al�i � � bits has to be added to its overall cost func�
tion� since by splitting block bl�i� � bits will be needed
to encode whether the four child nodes of block bl�i are
split or not� Since the path only visits trellis nodes and
not QT nodes� this cost has to be distributed to the
trellis nodes of the child nodes of block bl�i� How the
cost is split among the child nodes is arbitrary since
every path which visits a sub�tree rooted by one child
node� also has to visit the other three sub�trees rooted
by the other child nodes� Therefore the path will pick
up the segmentation cost� no matter how it has been
distributed among the child nodes� Since the splitting
of a node at level n��� leads to four child nodes at level
n�� which can not be split further� no segmentation cost
needs to be distributed among its child nodes� In other
words� since it is known that the n� level blocks cannot
be split� no information needs to be transmitted for this
event� In Fig� � the recursive distribution of the segmen�
tation cost is indicated� where the cost is passed along
the left�most child� Having established the multilevel
trellis� the Viterbi algorithm can be used to �nd the op�
timal state sequence x��� � � � � x

�
NT��

which will minimize
the frame rate in problem �
�� In Fig� �� a QT of depth �
is displayed and the optimal state sequence is indicated
which leads to the segmentation shown in Fig� 
� Note
that consecutive blocks in the overall scanning path are
neighboring blocks and the segmentation cost along the
optimal path adds up to �
 bits� which is the number of
bits needed to encode this QT decomposition� The bit
stream for this QT decomposition is ����������������

� LOSSY VBSMCVC

Clearly for a lossy VBSMCVC it does not make sense
to minimize the frame rate Rk with no additional con�

straints� since this would lead to a very high frame dis�
tortion Dk� The most common approach to solve the
tradeo� between the frame rate and the frame distor�
tion is to minimize the frame distortion Dk subject to a
given maximum frame rate Rmax� This problem can be
formulated in the following way�

min
x������xNT ��

Dk�x�� � � � � xNT ���

subject to� Rk�x�� � � � � xNT ��� � Rmax� ���

This constrained discrete optimization problem is gener�
ally very hard to solve� In fact� the approach we propose
will not necessarily �nd the optimal solution but only
the solutions which belong to the convex hull of the op�
erational rate distortion curve�
We solve this problem using the Lagrangian multi�

plier method 	�� First we introduce the Lagrangian cost
function which is of the following form�

J��x�� � � � � xNT ��� �

Dk�x�� � � � � xNT ��� � � �Rk�x�� � � � � xNT���� ���

where � � � is called the Lagrangian multiplier� It is
well known� that if there is a �� such that

x��� � � � � x
�
NT��

� � arg min
x������xNT ��

J���x�� � � � � xNT ���

�	�
leads to Rk�x

�
�� � � � � x

�
NT ��

� � Rmax� then x
�
�� � � � � x

�
NT ��

is also an optimal solution to ���� When � sweeps from
zero to in�nity� the solution to problem �	� traces out
the convex hull of the rate distortion curve� which is
a non�increasing function� Hence bisection or the fast
convex search we presented in �� can be used to �nd ���
Therefore the problem at hand is to �nd the optimal

solution to problem �	�� The original DP approach can
be modi�ed to �nd the global minimum of problem �	��
For a particular �p� the DVF cost and the segmenta�
tion cost in the multilevel trellis are multiplied by �p�
In addition� at each node� the DFD distortion is added
to the DFD rate which is weighted by �p� With these
changes� the Viterbi algorithm results in the optimal so�
lution of problem �	�� Note that the proposed algorithm
is symmetric in the rate and the distortion and hence�
it can also be used to �nd the smallest rate for a given
maximum distortion�

� IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMEN�

TAL RESULTS

In this section we present a speci�c implementation of
the proposed theory� where the lossy encoding of the
DFD is accomplished in the DCT domain� In fact the
DCT� quantization� run length and entropy coding are
exactly the same as in test model four �TMN�� �� of
the H��	
 standard� For this implementation we se�
lected N � � and n� � 
� Note that the optimal
coder writes a bit stream which is uniquely decodable



by our decoder� Hence the listed bit rates are the ef�
fective number of bits used� TMN� was used to encode
every �th frame of the �rst ��� frames of the QCIF se�
quence �Mother and Daughter� with a �xed quantizer
step size QP � ��� This leads to an encoded frame rate
of ��� frames�second� Since the optimal coder imple�
mentation encodes only the luminance component �Y�
of the sequence� TMN� was slightly changed so that it
also encodes only the Y channel� The employed distor�
tion measure is the PSNR� The goal of this experiment
is to compare the optimal coder with TMN� in the case
where their frame distortions are matched� This can
be achieved by setting Dmax� the maximum frame dis�
tortion� equal to the frame distortion of TMN�� Clearly
Dmax changes from frame to frame� following the distor�
tion pro�le of the TMN� run� The optimal coder will
lead to the smallest number of bits needed to encode
a given frame for the given maximum distortion Dmax�
For an average distortion of 

�� dB PSNR� TMN� re�
quires an average bit rate of ���� kbits�second� whereas
the optimal coder uses only ���� kbits�second� which is
an improvement of over ����
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Figure �� Optimal QT and DVF for the �	th frame


